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comply with the latest hygiene regulations (Covid-Corona). With the "PilgerCard" you even get a reduction on your
overnight rate. So you have a relaxed pilgrimage without the stress of not knowing where you will be sleep safe at the
end of your camino stage. All services are also valid on the last part of the Camino to Finisterre, except the transport
service from Finisterre to Santiago airport.
Bonus:
Because of the enormous number of enquiries and requests, we will offer a hotline for "PilgerCard" holders in future,
the phone number is given to every pilgrim when they receive their "PilgerCard".

Here you have two options for buying your PilgerCard:

www.casa-peregrina-shop.es www.pilgercard.de

Here are some new information for you:
In difficult times you very often have to organize yourself differently
and deal with the things that are coming or are there.

WE at Infopoint.help, have thought about this for you and will be able to offer a Premium "PilgerCard" (PilgrimCard)
from Start S. Jean Pied de Port to Santiago de Compostela
or the Via de la Plata, with the following services:

- International travel health insurance
- Medical treatment 100% of the time
- Medicinal dressings 100%
- Remedies, aids
- In-patient hospitalisation 100
- Accompanying person in hospital 100%
- Search-rescue-rescue costs 100%
- Return transport to the home country 100

Each pilgrim has these benefits for a maximum of 8 weeks at a
time, and the insurance is valid for a total of 12 months after
purchase of the Pilgrim Card.

Additionally included in the "PilgerCard":
You will receive a bottle of your choice from the special
oils that are specially formulated for the requirements
on a Camino are produced - from ACEITE MUSCULAR
(muscle oil) or from the ACEITE REPARADOR
(healing oil - special, to help the blisters on your feet heal
faster, to ease the pain and strengthen your feet).
You can comfortably get your bottle in the first
Camino acomodation.

You can find more details here at our partner company,
www.casa- peregrina-shop.com

Service on site:
We help with the reservation of the hostels/Casa Rurales that we recommend and which
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